





















COMMITTEE ON ACCOUNTS AND FINANCE
FOR THE
FINANCIAL YEAK ENDING JAN. 31, 1872.
/
L
The total amount received into the Treasury during the year
has been derived from the following sources, viz
:
Cash in Treasury February 23, 1871






J. H. Phillips, tax abated, 1870
J. W. White, old safe .
Sundry persons, tuition .
J. G. Kimball, collected for piano
Chief Engineer, old material sold
Street Commissioners, old material sold
Jackson Co., 1-2 cost fence Canal street
Hillsboro' County, support of paupers
Town of Hudson, " "
E. B. Burke, agent, sales liquor
City Marshal, fines and costs
Drawback on Ins. on Mt. Pleasant School
House ....
Pension of F. Pillsbury .
S. D. Chandler, grass sold
E. F. McQuesten, part payment for lot
North Common
Sundry persons, old material from Mt
Pleasant School House
Sundry persons, new brick
Dana Sargent, horse sold
City of Concord, tax 1868, on bank stock
C. S. Bussell, rent Franklin Hall .
Sundry persons, permits to enter sewers
I. O. of O. F., rent County Building
City Clerk, rents and licenses .


























The expenditures of the year have
Abatement of Tax .




















Paupers not at alms house
Police department .
Printing and stationery .
Public Library
Salaries of City officers .
Sewers and drains .
School money
Mount Pleasant school house
Temporary loan
Ward expenses
Balance in hands of City Treasurer












































The following is the account of G. H. Taggard, City Treasurer,
with the city of Nashua :
Dr.
To cash in Treasury, February 23, 1871, $15,452 11
Received of State Treasurer .
on City notes .
on City Bonds .






Part payment lot No. Common
City of Concord, Tax Bank
Stock, 1868 .




City of Nashua, N. H., Feb. 23, 1872.
The undersigned, the Committee on Accounts and Finance ot
the City Councils ot said city, certify that, in accordance with th&
provisions of an oi'dinance of said city, we have this day exam-
ined the foregoing account of G. H. Taggard, City Treasurer, and
find the same to be correctly cast, and each payment properly
vouched by a Treasury order for the same, corresponding in
amount with the vouchers in the hands of the City Clerk.
We have also examined the sources from which the income of
the past year has been derived, and are satisfied that he has
charged himself with the whole amount paid into the Treasury^
We find that the total receipts into the Treasury during the year^
including fifteen thousand four hundred fifty-two dollars and
eleven cents (115,452.11) on hand at its commencement, have been
two hundred fifty-six thousand two hundred twenty-eight dollars
and forty-three cents (1256,228.43.
The total payments made during the same time have been two
hundred twenty-seven thousand two hundred ninety-eight dollars
and forty-six cents ($227,298.46), leaving balance in the Treasury
this day twenty-eight thousand nine hundred twenty-nine dollars








Committee on Accounts and Finance 1871-72.
RECEIPTS AND EKPENDITURES.
ABATEMENT OF TAXES.







C. M. Robinson, Coll., int. on taxes, 1870 298 24
C. M. Robinson, Coll., int. on taxes, 1871 169 42
Paid Mrs. E. F. Jewett ....
10
CITY FARM AND HOUSE OF CORRECTION.
John L. Morrill, Superintendent.
Appropriation, ....
Paid I. L. Robinson & Co. wagon .
G. W. Underhill, cow, .
S. D. Chandler, grain
Barr & Co., tools, seed, etc. .
S. B. Collins, provisions .
Sawyer, Merriani & Co., groceries
M. A. Adams & Son, dry goods
A. G. & H. II. Reed, carpet .
P. Otis, blinds
J. W.White & Son, coal
Hayward & Green, stove and tin
work ....
Weston & Stevens, mason work
Q. A. Woodward, blacksmithing
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete
Sargents & Cross, lumber
A. A. Sanders, carpenter work
Insurance on buildings, three years








Paid G, Hidden, driver ....
R. E. Chamberlin, drivei'
M. W. Merrill, rent
D. Bailey & Co., black horses
G. S. Butters, bay horses
McQuesten & Co., grain
S. D. Chandler, grain
George Pheljis, hay
F. H. Bean, harnesses
A. E. Sanderson, rei»airing harnesses
C. Coburn, repairing harnesses
H. Holt, cushion
C. H. Nutt, sundries
I. L. Robinson & Co., blacksmithing
































I. O. of O. F., rent ....
Paid Weston & Stevens, mason work . 39 39











Paid Mrs. Shea, cleaning
J. W. Ladd & Co., soap .
Sawyer, Merriam & Co., brooms and
matches ....
Burke & Taylor, soap and matches
C. H. Nutt, hardware
Barr & Co., hardware
E. P. Brown & Co., feather duster
A. G. & H. H. Reed, carpet .
H. Holt, bedding .
H. H. Eaton, repairing clock .
J. Hale, repairing desk
N". O. Prescott, repairing desk
J. C Young, " roof
R. P. Davis, " " .
Sargents & Cross, lumber
M. Forsaith, carpenter work .
J. F. Sloan, " " .
C. W. Merrow, labor
H. F. Bai ney, "
J. Rockwood, settii-g glass
P. Otis, « " .
Weston & Stevens, whitewashing
cellar ....
J. A. Devereaiix, pipe work .
H. M. Goodrich, stove work .
Wells & Lewis, "
Hayward & Green, stove work
E J. Rideout, charcoal .
G. Phelps, coal
M. M. Cummings, wood
C. F. Tolles,
P. Spring, sawing wood
L. Du])i-ez, " "
Insurance, ....







Paid J. Turiell, labor, Lowell road
A. Shedd, labor, Hollis Street
C. A. Brigham, labor Hollis Street
A. Blanchard, trees, Hollis Street .
A J. Kockwood, blinds, Hollis Street
C. B. Fletcher, land, Hollis Street .






Paid A. Blanchard, care of trees
F. Chase & Co., lumber .




Paid Nashua Gas Light Co., gas
J. A. Deveroaux, pipe work .
S. S. Jackman, "
Hayward & Green, stove work
H. M. Goodrich, "
Q. A. Woodward, blacksmith work
Weston & Stevens, mason work
Smith & Lakeman, "
J. F. Wallace, wood work
J. Hale,
C. T. Spalding, rep'ng engine house
Wells & Lewis, repairing engine
Sargents & Cross, lutnber,
C. H. Nutt, hardware, .
Barr & Co.,
J. D. Otterson, castings .
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete
W. Gaskin, painting
G. W. Badger, setting glass .
S. A. Balch, paint and paper .
J. L. Pierce, straw and paper
Nashua M'f'g Co., note .
A. Emerson & Co., bagging
Burke & Taylor, supplies
G. J. Little, crackers and cheese
G. W. Nutt, neats foot oil
B. 8. Babcock, soap,
Francestown Soapstone Co., thimble
A. Grover, steel stamp .
J. Gates & Son, spanners
T. Eaton, rubber hose
A. E. Sanderson, re'iairing hose
C. Coburn, ••'
H. A. Hall, rubber coa^s
.
J. Rockwood, lettering coats .
A. G. & H. H. Reed, duck .
R. Emerson, cutting overalls .












































Paid W. H. Danley, labor .
S. P. Dimcklee, "
M. Davis, stone post
G. Davis, bill posting
F.J. Green, psitent rights
Gould & Griffin, ringing bell
B. L. & N. R. R., freights,
H. F. Richmond, surveying
R. W. Berry, printing .
E. B. Burke, cash paid out
J. B. Bussell, travelling expense
Amoskeag Mfg. Co., sundries
Insurance ....
E. P. Brown & Co., furniture
A. G. & H. H. Reed, carpets, &c






















R. Taylor, late street com. Dist. No. 3,
scrapings, &c. .....
A. Shedd, street com. Dist. No. 3, scra-
pings, &c. .....
•C. T. Spalding, street com. Dist. N. 5,
scra])ings .....






Paid C. Lund, team and labor . . $133 75




Paid pay roll, labor .... $4,064 81
H. F. Richmond, surveying . . 464 50
Mrs. L. Kimball, flag stone . . 25 20
S. Ferson, sand and stone . . 3 70
Weston & Stevens, gravel . . 75 00
I. L, Robinson & Co., blacksmithing 50 66
Q. A. Woodward, blacksmithing . 3 00
Eaton & Ayer, blacksmithing . 1 25
J. Trow, carpenter work . . 16 75
N. H. & F. Foster, straight edge . 1 50
F. Chase & Co., lumber ... 9 33
D. M. Farley, lumber ... 22 11
Sargents & Cross, lumber . . 48 85
C. H. Nutt, hardware ... 23 63
Barr & Co., hardware . . . 45 59
Sawyer, Merriam & Co., powder, &c, 1 43
J. B. Hidden, use of wagon . . 1 50
J. Taylor, horse hire ... 6 00
Weston & Stevens, mason work . 82 36
A. Godfrey, Harbor bridge . . 971 87
Batchelder & Eaton, concrete . 548 38
Woods & Eaton, paving stone . 700 00
B., L. &. N. R. R., freight . . 29 92
W.&N.R.R., shifting . . 10 50
M. M. Cummings, rent of land . 14 16
B. P. Moore, laud damage, &c. . 173 00
A. H. Saunders, land damage, &c. . 450 00




Paid J. C. Lund, land damages, &c
J. M. Wilson, " "
G. W. Underbill, "
P. Engel, " "
S. Williams, " "
J. G. Kimball,
N. Batcbelder, " "
J. Bedel, " "
. $7,845 00
19
Amount brought forward . . $6,009 73
Paid J. Crosby, land damage . . . 10'^ 00
M. Hall, land damage ... 130 00
L. Haskell, land damage . . 150 00
Heirs Walter McKean, land damage 300 00
CANAL STREET FENCE.
Sargents & Cross, lumber . . 226 00
J. F. Wallace, carpenter work . 137 00
Barr & Co., paint and oil . . 156 44
J. B. Bussell, painting . . . 102 25
Nashua Iron Co., iron posts . . 13 05
















J. K. Shipley, Commissioner.







Barr & Co., nails




W. A. Swallow, Commissioner.











Appropriation . . . . .
Pension of F. Pillsbury....
Old safe sold ......
Drawback on Insurance on Mt. Pleasant
School House .....
Paid State Reform School
N. H. Asylum for Insane
J. B. Fassett, Ex. Richardson case .
W. W. Bailey, " Lund
P. H. Hill, « Little
P. H. Hill, « Crowell
G. Y. Sawyer " "
R. M. Sawyer " «
Wheeler & Faulkner, Ex. Woods
case . . . ...
, H. T. Morrill and others Ex. Woods
case .
Cheshire House, Ex. Woods case .
Amherst Hotel, Ex. Sanderson case
C. S. Kidder
Barrett & Atherton, " "
W. Barrett " "
P. H. Hill,
J. W. White, damages .
C. P. Ober, « . . .
G. F. Wilbur, M. D., returning births
and deaths ....
T. H. Gibby, M. D., returning births
and deaths ....
E. A. Colburn, M.D. returning births
and deaths ....
F. L. Gerald, M. D., returning births
and deaths ....
J. G. Graves, M. D., returning births
and deaths ....


















Amount brought forward . . $2,023 31
Paid J. X. Baudry, M. D., returning births
and deaths . . . . 11 00
E. B. Hammond, M. D., returning
births and deaths ... 12 00
O. A. Woodbury, M. D., returning
births and deaths . . . 12 60
A. J. Gilson, M. D., returning births
and deaths , . . . 15 50
D. W. King, examining titles . 12 90
L. M. Valcour, interpreter . . 3 00
Crawford & Anderson, intei-preter . 3 00
C. T. Robinson, expense to Concord 4 00
E. F. McQuesten, " " . 6 00
<T. M, Taggard, cash paid out . . 15 32
Sanfo d & Everts, maps . . .200 00
Geo. Stark, account survey of city . 300 00
H. F. Richmond, survey Carter lot . 5 00
Insurance on Taylor's Falls Bridge . 108 75
Insurance on School Houses . 159 38
N. & L. R. R., rent Franklin Hall . 120 00
Nashua P. O., stamps ... 10 00
J. Langdell, horse hire ... 2 00
Scripture & Parker, horse hire . 12 50
•J. Wilkins & Co, horse hire . . 29 50
J. H. Hildreth, horse hire . . 37 00
C. J. McKean, labor ... 25 00
Balcom & Annis, ice . . . 11 70
G. Davis, bill posting ... 4 50
A. P. Keyes, burying dog . . J 00
T. M. Shattuck, firing salute 4th of
July 43 10
Sawyer, Merriam & Co., powder 4th
of July 45 00
Warner & Wliitney, bushing can-
non 4th of July .... 2 25
J. E. Balcom, watering streets 4th
of July 12 00
J. Piplar, damages 4th of July . 13 00





Paid Nashua Gas Light Co., gas .
" " " repairs
C. Williams, posts .
C. E. Adams, lanterns
Warner & Whitney, iron work
W. & N. R. R., freight .
C. B. Coburn, kerosene oil
Burke & Taylor, oil and matches
J. A. Devereaux, oil and wicks
Sawyer, Merriam & Co., oil can
Barr & Co., glass, etc.
C. H. Nutt, hardware
M. Davis, cutting stone .
J. Wilkins & Co., horse hire .
J. B. Bussell, painting posts .
B. C. Buttrick, cleaning .
W. H. Strickland, lighting .
C. T. Robinson, lighting
. $1,289
25





Paid J, M. Flanders, wood .
G. W. Badger, painting .
Smith & Lakenian, plastering
Mrs. Shea, cleaning
C. F. Tolles, wood
L. Duprez, sawing wood
B, S. Babcock, soap
Moore & Langley, printing .
E. P. Brown & Co., mirror




School money unexpended 1869
" " » 1870 .
" " assessed by law 1871
Appropriation April 19
Literary Fund . . . .
Received lor tuition
J. G. Kimball, account Piano .
C. S. Bussell, rent Franklin Hall .


















Paid Earle & Fuller, architects.
H. F. Richmond, surveying
J. E. R. Pierce, contract
Smith & L:ikeman, "
P. & W. Sargent, brick .
Concord R. R., freight on biick
L. P. Duncklee, hauling
W. Dobbin, boiler .
B., L. & N. R. R., freight on boiler .
D, Stevens, hauling
E. Whiteley, piping
J. A. Devereaux, piping
Jackman & Fox, "
Q. A. Woodward, blacksmithing .
J. D. Otterson. castings,
N"i^iua Iron Co., labor .


























Paid pay roll, labor
Nashua C. D, P. works, pipe
S. D. Chandler, cement
C. Williams, castings .
N. Eaton, cesspool stone









id Sargents & Cross, lumber
81
Amount brought forward
Paid Perkins & Cummings, fish
T. M. Shattuck, «
S. Spalding & Co., meal.
N. W. Bmke, bread
Tolles &, Spalding, milk .
L. Fuller, « .
H. A. Robinson, "
F. M. Crane, medicine .
E. S. Rus-ell & Co., medicine
G. W. Currier, "
E. F. McQuesten, vaccination
J. Wilkinscfe Co., horse hire
A. Dexter, »
Mrs. L. A. Sargent, services
Mrs. E. A. Cronan "
Mrs. Sarah Coty, "
Mrs. Helen Sullivan, "
C. Roberts, «
L. Lucier, «
J. E, Davis, «
I. Lamontaine, "
T. Coty,
L. M. Valcour, "
C. M. Robinson, "
R. Godfrey, "
E. F. McQuesten, "
D. Sullivan, undertaker
































Paid George Stark .
Mrs. E. F. Jewett .
F. Cogin....
First National Bank








TAXES ASSESSED IN APRIL, 1871.
Total amount assessed and committed to
collector, including state, county,
city, school, and school-house tax
and tax on dogs . . . $132,284 46
Total amount collected, abatements in-
cluded $131,475 93
Discounted as worthless.... 808 53
$132,284 46
STATE AND COUNTY TAX
State tax assesssed April, 1871 . . $25,686 00
County tax assessed April, 1871 8,101 47
Paid L. W. Cogswell, state treasurer .$25,686 00





Paid T. H. Pinkham, selectman Ward 1 . $5 00
J. x\. Cross, « " 1 . 5 00
First Baptist Society, rent " 1 . 25 00
N. S. Richards, selectman " 2 . 5 00
C. O. Andrews, " " 2 . 5 00
L."R. Kidder, clerk, " 2 . 6 00
D. S. Webster, selectman " 3 . 5 00
S. W. Jackman, " " 3 . 5 00
C Senter " " 3 . 5 00
J. L. Bignall, clerk " 3 . 5 50
Moore & Langley, printing check
list. Ward 3 . 10 00
J. L. Shores, cleaning ward room 3 . 2 50
D. Stewart, selectman. Ward 4 . 5 00
$400 00
Amount carriedforward $89 00
33
A-tnount broughtforward . . . $89 00
L. W. Goodrich, « " 4 . 5 00
W. A. Peabody, " " 4 . 5 00
H. C. Little, clerk, " 4 . 5 Ou
H. R. Wheeler, printing check list
Ward 4 7 00
J. E. Hobson, selectman. Ward 5 . 5 00
J. C. Cronin, '^ " 5 . 5 00
P. Reilly, clerk " 5 . 5 00
L. E. Gould, rent " 5 . 6 25
H. E. Greenwood, selectm'n " 6 . '5 00
R. M. Blanchard, " " 6 . 5 00
J. Pierce, « « 6 . 5 00
W. E. Hooper, clerk " 6 . 10 00
I. L. Robinson & Co., rent, " 6 . 25 00
Clipper B. B. Club, " « 6 . 30 00
Moore & Langley, printing check
list, Ward 7 . 10 00
C. Balcoin, selectman, " 8 . 5 00
C. L. Swallow, " " 8 . 5 00
A. Fletclier, clerk '^ 8 . 5 00
D. A. Wilson, rent, « 8 . 10 00
Moore & Langley, printing check






Abatement of Taxes, .
Dog Tax, ....
Collection of Taxes, .
State and Cquuty Tax,.
City Debt, ....
" Interest, . . . .
" Farm and House Correction




















Salaries of City Officers,
Sewers and Drains,
School Money,








City farm and buildings . .
Personal property at city farm
Pest house and furniture
North common
South common
Land north Pine street .
Land Bedell street .
Engine house and land Lowell street
" " " " Olive "
Torrent steam fire engine, No. 1
Niagara steam fire engine, No. 2 .
Protector engine, No 4, engine hose and
fixtures
Niagara engine, No. 5 .
T. W. Gillis, relief engine
Nashua hose, No. 1, two carriages, hose
and fixtures .
Pennichuck Hydrant, No. 2, three hose
carriages, hose and fixtures
1 hose carriage and hose at G. W, Davis
& Go's....
1 hose carriage at Eaton & Ayer's
2 hose carriages, spare .
1000 feet hose, spare
Horses, harnesses and blankets
























No. 3, Mulberry street
No. 3, Edgevilie .
No. 3, Harbor
No. 4, Belvidere .
No. 5, Mt. Pleasant
No. 5, Central street
No. 5, Fletcher street
No. 6, Amherst road
No. 7, Hollis road
No. 8, Hollis road
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To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen:
I have the honor to submit ray report as City Marshal for the
year ending January 1st, 1872.
The annexed Table will show the number of arrests and causes
thereof, the number provided with lodgings, etc.
Arrests ....
40
MEMBERS OF THE POLICE DEPARTMENT.
E. P. Brown, City Marshal.
John Barney, Asst. City Marshal and City Messenger.
Barnet C. Buttrick, Watchman.
Calyin T. Robinson, "
John L. Morrill, "
Louis M. Valconr, "
S. G. Mooney, Special Police.




D. B. Fiske, "
JoD. March. «
T. M. Shattuck,




M. J. Austin, "
Wra. Pluramer, "




L. M. Wright, "
H. M. Willoughby, «
SCHEDULE OF PROPERTY.
16 Mattrasses ; 2 Bolsters ; 20 Comforters ; 4 Bedsteads ; 7 Slop
Kettles ; 9 Dippers ; 4 Pair Handcuffs ; 6 Revolvers ; 24 Silver
Badfices.
REMARKS.
The number of lodgers for the past six months has been quite
large, owing perhaps in part to the opening of the Acton Railroad.
They are mostly "tramps" or traveling vagrants. These are pro-
vided with lodgings, supper and breakfast at the expense of the
police department, thereby preventing begging from door to door,,
and in some cases petty thieving. Occasionally a few worthy per-
41
sons apply for lodging, but the greater portion are rendered home-
less by their own improvidence and intemperance.
The good order and quiet of the city and complaints of citizens
living in close proximity to dram shops, wheie gambling is a
branch of the business, and where liquor is sold on Sunday, and
midnight carousals and other annoyances are indulged in, have
called for action on the part of the police, and several have been
prosecuted with a view to suppress . uch places. It is not my in-
tention to discuss the workings of the liquor law, but, on proper
investigation, no one will doubt the necessity of making such
police regulations as may result in securing good order through-
out the city, and in some degree prevent the misery fi-ora the ex-
cessive use of intoxicating drink, by persons who, unable to con-
trol theraseves, abuse their families, often requiring the interfer-
ference of the police. The only punishment (a fine, or confine-
ment at the House of Correction), is felt in its execution mostly
by the innocent women and children, who are dependent from
day to day on the earnings of the head of the family. The real
facts of this subject are too well known to need any further com-
ments in this report.
Many requests are made that the police attend to the keeping
the sidewalks on Factory and other business streets free from boys
and lonfers during the day. This difficulty can only be remedied
by the appointment of one or more day police, which arrange-
ment, I think, would be approved by most of the business men.
In conclusion I would state that the officers have labored hon-
estly and earnestly in the discharge of their duties. The quiet
and good order that pervades our city is in a great measure owing
to their vigilance and treatment of the vicious and lawbreakir.g
element.
I desire to express my sincere thanks to the Mayor. and Board
of Ahlerraen for the kindness extended to me during the time I
have held the office, also I am under obligations to E. P. Emei'son,
Esq., Police Judge, to A. W. Sawyer, Esq., City Solicitor, to Geo.
H. Taggard, City Clerk, for many favors received in the discharge
of my duties, also to John Barney, Esq., Assistant Marshal, and
to all of the police force for their cheerful co-operation at all times




ANNUAL REPORT OF THE BOARD 0? HEALTH.
The Board of Health herewith present their rej^ort for the year
1871-2.
The prevalence of small pox during the past year has necessa-
rily increased the expenses. The first case occurred in one of the
boarding houses of the Jackson Manufacturing Company, about
the first of April, A week later four cases were reported in the
"Holton House" on Canal street, which was fortunately situated
at some distance fi'ora the street. The walks leading to it were at
once barricaded, red flags hung out, and all the occupants forbid-
den to leave the premises.
May first these patients were all discharged, houses and furni-
ture were properly cleaned and fumigated, and the people on the
north side of the river breathed freely again.
Just at this time a death occurred on Chestnut street under cir-
cumstances which excited the suspicion of those in the immediate
neighborhood. The case was investigated by the City Physician,
under direction of the City Marshal, who found that death was oc-
casioned by confluent small pox, and that scores had been exposed
to the disease. Active measures were at once institfited to arrest
the progress of the epidemic. Communication with the infected
district Avas entirely cut off, and signals were displayed to desig-
nate the houses where the disease existed. The Board decided to
erect at once a small pox hospital on the north-west corner of the
City Farm, and in ten days a large, commodious, and well arranged
house was ready for occupancy. Every new case was conveyed
thither *hat was found in a thickly settled locality, competent
nurses were procured, aud everything was ordered by the Board
that would add to the comfort ofthe inmates.
It is iinpossible to give the exact number of cases^ as many in
the city had slight attacks of varioloid which were not reported or
even ]ilaced under the care of a ])hysiciau. A record was kept by
the City Physician of seventy-seven cases, and of this number six-
teen died. Three deaths occurred at the hospital.
4B
It is the opinion of the j)resent Board that general vaccination
must be resorted to every two or three years in order to guard
against the ravages of this loathesorae disease. The protective
power of A'accination against smallpox is universally admitted by
all educated people during the late epidemic. Exemption from at-
tack was the rule among those exposed, who had been properly
vaccinated. From the time the schools were closed by order of the
Board, and vaccination under the direction of the City Physician
enforced among the^pupils, the disease rapidly declined. Two-
thirds of the deaths were children under twelve years of age in
whom voccination had been neglected. Il the rule which requires
all children to be vaccinated before entering school hadbeen rigid-
ly enforced, the mortality would have been much less. The lesson
which this sad record teaches should not pass unheeded.
The amount ofmoney expended during the epidemic was as fol-
lows :
For building the hospital . . . $987 82
furniture 261 61
provisions, attendance, burial purpo-




T. H. GIBBY, M. D.
FOURTH AISr^rUAL REPORT
OF THE
TRUSTEES OE THE PUBLIC LIBMEY.
To his Honor the Mayor, and Oentlemen of the City Council:
In the discharge of the duty imposed upon the Trustees by the
provisions of the city ordinances relating to the Library, they
have the pleasure of submitting the following statraent of the
condition of the Public Library for the year ending May Ist, 1871 :
Whole number of volumes in the Library . . . 4,508
Increase during the year....... 561
Books added by purchase ...... 448
Books added by donation ...... 113
Books missing and unaccounted for .... 1
Number of new cards issued dm-ing the year. . . 347
Whole number issued since the opening of the library to
the public in February, 1868 ..... 2,334
Number of days during the past year the library was .
open for the delivery of books. .... 264
Whole number of books issued during the year . . 234 01
Average daily issue. ....... 89
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
The whole amount of money received
during the year lor the library was
City appropriation .... 1,000 00
Fines and forfeitures . . . . 90 46
Sale of catalonrues ..... 8 40




No argument is needed to convince the public that a larger sum
than one thousand dollars siiould be appropriated for the support
of the library. The bare fact that the trustees have less than four
hundred and fifty dollars with which to purchase new books, for
which there are repeated and constant calls, should prompt the
city government to make most ample provision for the support of
the library. As the books become worn more and more from
daily use, the expense of keeping them in statable condition for
the public use, will be materially increased.
The trustees urgently recommend the appropriation, by the
City Council, for the use of the library, the present year, of one
thousand dollars, at least, to be expended in the purchr.se of
books, and seven hundred dollars for salary of the librarian, bind
ing, insurance, postage and expressage. That the citizens will
cheerfully sustain their public serAants in making a larger appro-
priation, annually, for the support of the library, is clear and cer-
tain from the fact tliat they are willing to contribute liberally in
aid of fairs and levees lor the benefit of the library.
The sum of $987.01 was realized from the ladies' fair the past
season, and paid to the treasurer for the use of the libraTy, and
the trustees, in behalf of the city as well as themselves, take this
opportunity to thank the ladies of Nashua for this most ex])ressive
and generous manifestation of their interest in the success and
prosperity of an institution so generally palionizec! and appre-









Nashua, May 1, 187i.
TREASURER'S REPORT.
To the Trustees of the Nashua Public Library :
The Treasurer respectfully submits his annual report of receipts
and disbursements, for the year ending May 5, 1871.
The whole amount of money received is $2,083 21.
As follows :
City ajipropriation..... $1,000 00
Fines and forfeitures .... 95 20
Sale of books 1 00







expense for the fiir....
librarian's salary ....
balance due treasurer May 1st, 187('.
balance in treasury May 5th, 1871 .
LIBiiAKIAiN^S REPORT.
Gentleman of the Hoard of Trustees :
The tbllowino- re|)ort of the present condition of the library
is res})ectfiilly submitted :
Since the hist annual rej)ort the library
has been open t(»r the delivery ot
books .......
Number of volumes delivered
A daily average of .
Whole number of volumes in the library
including those not catalogued
Increase during the year ....
Books added by juirchase ....
" " " donation ....
Missing and unaccounted for . .
Number of cards issued during the yoar
Whole number issued .....
Amount of money received for lines -$90 46
" " '' " from sale
of catalogues ..... 8 40
Amount of money received for book lost 2 75
Amount p.ad tin* }ioslage, expressage. etc.















Nashua, May ::.;, 1871.
REPORT
OF THE
CHIEF ENGINEER OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT
Engineer's Office,
Nashua, N. IT., P"^eb. 20th, 1872.
To the IlonorahU Board of Mayor and Alderman
:
Gentlemen :
In conformity with Section 6, City Ordinance, re-
lating to tho Fire Do])artinent, T herewitli subijiit to your honor-
able body my aiinnal report for the year ending February 20th,
1872 :
The de[)artment consists of two steamer companies, one hose
company for steamers (two carriages), one hand engine company
in service, one hydrant co)npany with three can'iages for hydrants
and liand engine, one hook and ladder company with carriage,
ladders, etc., one hand engine not in service. There is one hose
carriage stationed near the Forge Sho]), one hose carriage at
Eaton & Ayer's, Water street. There is in the department 4,20C
feet 2 1-2 inch hose for steamers, in very good condition, also
4,400 feet 2 inch hose for hand engine and hydrants, a part of
which is not reliable. The department has been called out to fires
and alarms during the past yeai- eighteen times. The expenses of
the depaitment are as follows:
Pennichuck water $2,184 50
H.L.Wood, steward .... 90000
Gas Co., for gas 173 70
Coal and freight 463 53
Amount carried forward . $3,721 73
50
Amount broughtf01 v-ard
Engineers of lust year
Ringing <lepot bell for several years
Concrete for new engine house cellar
Rubber coats .....
Furniture lor new engine house
For new hose carriage, balance wheel, etc






FROM FEBRUARY 20, 1871, TO FEBRUARY 20, 1872.
March 23, 1871, 10 1-2 o'clock, p. m., Wood's House, Hudson.
March 27, 9 1-4 o'clock, p. m., F. B. Ayer's House, E. Concord st.
May 3, 11 o'clock, p. m., Dr. Locke's House, Ledge street.
May 18, 3 1-2 o'clock, p. m., in woods, Dunstable Road. Two
alarms this date.
May ". 0, 12 o'clock, p. m., Chas. Holman's, Israel Hunt's, M. A.
Adams', John Atwood's, and Mrs. Morrill's Buildings on Main and
Eldridge streets.
June 2, 3 3-4 o'clock, p. m.. Fuller Block, Main street.
June 9, 1 1-4 o'clock, a. m., Keyser's Barn, No. Hollis Road.
July 4, 9 3-4 o'clock, p. m.. Tar Barrel, No. Common.
August 12, 10 1-2 o'clock, p. m.. False Alarm.
August 17, 11 o'clock, a. m., Colburn's Wood Shed, Mechanic
street.
September 22, 1 3-4 o'clock, a. m., Willoughby's Barn, Hudson.
October 3, 7 1-2 o'clock, p. m.. School House, Hudson.
October 2U, 7 3-4 o'clock, p. m., Fletcher, Webster & Co.'s Cab-
inet Sho]).
November 18, 7 1-2 o'clock, p. m.. False Alarm.
December 13, 7 1-2 o'clock, p. m., Thomas Pearson's Building,
corner Main and Hollis streets.
December 25, 8 o'clock, p. m., Boai-ding House, Chestnut street.
February 5, 1872, 9 1-2 o'clock, p. m. False Alarm.
LOSSES AND INSURANCE.
Charles Holman,





















No. 1. Rear of John Webster's House, West Concord street.
2. Between East and West Concord sti'eets, near Gen. Stark's fence,
3. Corner of East Concord and Laton street.
4. Near Indian Head Coffee House.
5. Front of late Ziba Gay's house, 34 feet 6 inches from mark on house.
6. Near Wilton R. R. track on Main street.
7. Front of the late Joel Carter's house, Franklin street.
8. Front of the late John B. Chapman's house, Franklin street.
9. Corner of Orange and Locke streets.
10. Opposite Nashua & Lowell freight depot.
11. Canal street, opposite Cross street, in sidewalk.
12. Canal street, opposite BuUard's Building, in sidewalk, near old canal.
13. Opposite No. 1 Boarding House, Jackson Corporation.
14. Opposite No. 1 Boarding House, Jackson Corporation.
15. Pearson's Avenue, in sidewalk.
16. Corner Main and Park streets.
17. Front of Eagle Card Co. shop, in sidewalk, Water street.
18. Opposite Eaton & Ayers' Foundry building, Water street.
19. Upper end of Water street.
20. Front ofCity Hall in street crossing.
21. Front of Main street M. E. Church.
22. Front of Pearl street Church.
23. Front of General Hunt's house, east side of Main street.
24. Near Worcester & Nashua R. R. crossing. Main street.
25. Head of Tyler street, Main street.
26. Head of Prospect street. Main street.
27. Opposite Mechanic street, in sidewalk, south side Factory stief-t,
28. Corner Factory and Clay streets.
29. In Nashua Manufacturing Co.'s yard, near gate.
30. High street, near Houston well.
31. West Pearl street, head of Elm street.
32. West Pearl, crossing Walnut street.
33. West Pearl, crossing Chestnut street.
34. West Pearl, crossing Vine street.
35. West Pearl, crossing Asli street.
36. Chestnut street, near corner South Central.
37. Chestnut street, opposite Mrs. Wilkins' house.
38. Chestnut street, south R. R. track.
39. East Olive street, opposite C. P. Gage's.
40. Church street, head of Cottage Avenue.
41. Temple street, opposite C. B. Hill's house.
42. Temple street, near Buxton's Avenue.
43. Junction of Temple and Pearl, opposite South street.
44. Temple street, opposite Foundry gate.
45. Temple street, in Foundry yard.
46. Temple street, corner of Amory, near elm tree.
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47. East Pearl street, opposite C. H. Nutt's house.
48. East Pearl street, corner of Mason street.
49. In sidewalk, opposite W. &. N. Freight Depot, Hollis street.
50. Hollis street, opposite Warner & Wliitney's counting room.
51. Hollis street, Warner & Whitney's yard.
52. Hollis street, comer of John street.
53. Hollis street, opposite Forge shop.
54. Hollis street, opposite Forge shop.
55. Hollis street, lower end of Forge shop.
56. Hollis street, corner Allds road.
57. Near RolUng Mill.
58. Mulberry street, corner of South Elm street.
59. Kinsley street, corner of Vine street.
LOCATION OF RESERVOIRS.
Abbot Square, between Amherst and Concord streets.
Orange Square, between Lock and Orange streets.
At cross ing of Cross and Central streets.
Bridge street, north side of School District Lot.
East Concord street, near residence of Charles Lovejoy.
Temple street, Williams' Foundry yard.
Crossing Main and Pearl streets.
Temple street, corner of Main street.
Corner of Basin and Chestnut streets, west end of Oval.
Hollis street, head of Quincy street.
Crossing of Chestnut and Hollis streets.
Crossing of Chestnut and Kinsley street.
Crossing of Hollis street and Allds Roid.
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MEMBERS OF THE FIRE DEPARTMENT.
TORRENT STEAMER COMPANY NO. 1.
HOUSE ON CHUECH STKEET.
Name.
56
PENNICHUCK HYDRANT COMPANY, NO. 2.
Name.




NASHUA HOSE COMPANY, NO. 1.
HOUSE ON CHURCH STREET,
Name.
57
OFFICEES OF THE FIEE DEPARTMENT.
CHIEF ENGINEER,
ISAAC EATON.
Age 46 years ; occupation Manufacturer ; residence 46 Orange st.
ASSISTANT ENGINEERS.
Name.
OCTOBER 18 5 3.
Mayor^ Josephus Baldwin.
City Clerh^ Edward P. Emerson.
President Common Council., Aaron F, Stevens.




















1 8 5 5 .
Mayor^ Fkeeman S. Uogers.
City Chrl\ Edwakd P. Emerson,
President Common Council^ David A. G. Warner.





Mayor^ Thomas W. Gillis.
City Clerk, Charles E. Merrill.
President Common Council, Ivory Harmon.



























Citr/ Clerk, Charles E. Merrill.
President Common Council, Josiah M. Fletcher,
Chas. H. Sackridkr





Mayor, Aaron W. Sawyer.
City Glerl\ Charlks E. Merrill, Francis Winch.
President Common Council^ Josiah M. Fletcher.








































18 6 1 .
Mayor^ Gkokoe Bowers.
City Clerk, Isaac H. Marshall
President Common Cotmcil^ Jonathan Parkhurst.



























Mayor, Hiram T. Morrill.
City Clerk, Isaac H. Marshall,
President Common Council, Jacob D. March.

























Jdayor^ Hiram T. Morrill.
City Clerk^ John G. Kimball.
President Common Council^ Theodore H. Wood.






























Mayor, Virgil C. Gilman.
City Clerk, John G. Kimball.
Preside'iit Common Council, Mark R. Buxton.












































City Clerk., John G. Kimball.
President Common Council^ George Turner,































City Clerk, George H. Taggard.
President Common Council, William B. Buell.




Mayor^ Jotham D. Ottbrson.
City Clerk, George H. Taggard..
President Common Council, Bexjamin Fletcher, Jr.































Oity Clerk^ George H. Taggard.
. President Common Council., Edwin W. Johnson.




1853. Edward P. Emerson.
1854 Edward P. Emerson.
1855. Edward P. Emerson.
1856. Charles E. Merrill.
1857. Charles E. Merrill.
1858. Charles E. Merrill.
1859. Charles E. Merrill.
1860. Charles E.Merrill.
Francis Winch.
1861. Isaac H. Marshall.
1862. Isaac H. Marshall.
1863. John G Kimball.
1864. John G. Kimball.
1865. John G. Kimbaih
1866. John G. Kimball.
1867. George H. Taggard.
1868 George H. Taggard.
1869. George H. Taggard.
1870. Geoi-ge H. Taggard.
1871. George H. Taggai-d.
CITY TREASURER.



































1857. Thomas G. Banks.
1858. Thomas G. Banks.
1859. Thomas G. Banks.
1860. Thomas G. Banks.
1861. Samuel Tuck.
1862. Thomas G. Banks.
1863. Thomas G. Banks.
1864. Thomas G. Banks.
1865. Thonaas G. Banks.
1866. Thomas G. Banks.
1867. Thomas G. Banks.
1868. Charles M. Robinson.
1869. Charles M. Robinson.
1870. Charles M. Robinson.
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ORGANIZATION FOR 1871-2.
MEMBERS OF THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Ward ].— Sullivan H. McCollister.
Ward 2.— Eugene F. McQuesten.
Ward 3.— Charles S. Bussell.
Ward 4.— Jeremiah C. Garland.
Ward 5.— David Sullivan.
Willard W. Caswell.
Ward 6.— Artemas Longley,
Andrew J. Gilson.
Ward 7.— Samuel K. Wellman.
Ward 8.— Francis P. Whittemore.
HON. DANA SARGENT,
Ex- Officio^ Chairni an of the Board.
EUGENE F. McQUESTEN,
Clerh of Board.
JOHN W. ALLARD, Superintendent
Office, No. 5, Goodrich Block.
STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance and Accounts.— Messrs. Garland, Caswell and Whit-
temore.
School Houses and supplies.— Messrs Bussell, Longley and
Wellman.
Teachers and Text Books.— Messrs. McCollister, Garland,
Gilson and McQuesten.
Boundaries and Assignments.— Messrs. Gilson, Sullivan and
McQuesten.
Music.—Messrs. Bussell and McQuesten.
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SUB-COMMITTEES.
Mt. Pleasaut Grammai-, Middle and Primary, and Suburban,
schools, Nos. 6 and 7.— Messrs. Gilson and McQuesten.
• No. Central street Middle and Primary, Belvidere JMiddle and
Primary, and Fletcher street Primary.—Messrs. Bussell and
Wellman
.
High, Main street Grammar, and Subui'ban schools, Nos. 5 and
8.—Messrs Garland and McCollister.
East Pearl street, Mulberry sti'eet, and Edgeville Primaries, and
Suburban schools, Nos. 1 and 2.—Messrs Caswell and Whittemore.
West Pearl street Middle and Primary, Palm street Primary,
Harbor Middle and Primary, and Suburban schools, Nos. 3 and 4,
Messrs. Sullivan and Longley.
Evening schools, Messrs. Sullivan and Bussell.
KEPOET OE THE SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
FINANCIAL.
The amount of money received for the support of schools dol-
ing the year has been as follows
:
Balance school money expended in 1869.
" " " " " 1870.
Amount assessed in April, 1871
City appropriation . . • .
Literary fund .....
Tuition scholars ....
J. G. Kimball, subscription for piano
C. S. Russell, rent of Franklin Hall
EXPENDITURES
The following are the ex[»enditures fo




Care of school houses
Pennichuck water ....
School house furniture .
Rent of Baptist Vestry .
G. H, Taggard, services
Ringing bell .....
Diplomas .....
Books, stationery, &c. .
Rebiulding Palm st. school house, and re
pairing Suburban school houses Nos. 5
and (5
Miscellaneous.....
Balance carried to new account
$33,910 62
This balance will be required to pay the salaries of teachers and
Superintendent to complete the official year of the Board.
). $6,011
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SCHOOL HOUSES AND SCHOOL ACCOMMODATIONS
The public mind is awakening to the pressing neetl of better
school accommodations. The good name of the city, its material
prosperity, and a due regard for the health, comfort, an<l culture of
the children, demand that the work so finely begun on "Mount
Pleasant" shall progress southward.
When we consider that the school days of our children compose
a fourth part of their lives, every question relating to their welfare
is of vital importance.
The material influences that surround them hirgely determine
their culture and character.
If every unsightly, uncomfortable, inconvenient and poorly ven-
tilated school house in this city wasreniodelleil, or torn down, and
replaced by attractive, substantial, convenient, well furnished and
well ventilated buildings, the new spirit and power infused into
our schools wouhl doubly re])ay the expendituiv.
Poor, uncomfortable, unhealthy V(<oms, with the old and dilapi-
dated school furniture, gi'eatly increase the teachers' labors, by
causing discomfort and unrest, suggesting )ier onal neglect, and in-
citing to disorder.
Good, substantial, convenient, and well furnished schoolrooms
facilitate instruction and discipline, for they allure to habits of
care, neatness and good order, tester the selt-respect of the pupils,
and develope a love for the beautiful and good.
Blocks of spacious stores, fine private residences, extensive man-
ufactories, costly public buildings, and elegant churches, all evince
the prosperity and thrift of this coinuumity.
Our enterprising citizens .'ire quick to discover that hundreds of
thousands of dollars invested in new railroads will add to the ma-
terial growth of the city.
No investment in the cause of populai' education is ever lost.
The interest is daily compounded and promptly paid.
Said one of our most wealthy citizens, a few days ago, "•$50,000
expended in each of the next three years for the erection of good,
modern-built school houses will be the best investment this city
can make with a view to material as well as educational progress,
and I, for one, am ready to be taxed." If this feeling becomes
general and properli/ directed., there can be no doubt that the city




On May 12th, 1871, the City Councils voted to rebuild the-
Mount Pleasant school house at an expense not exceeding 140,000.
Mayor Sargent, Alderman Sawyer, and Messrs. Spear and But-
terfield of the Council, with S. K. Wellinan and C. S. Bussell, Esqs.,.
from the School Board, were constituted a building committee.
The new house which has been erected under their supervision
will be ready for occupancy at the commencement ofthe next term..
The building is an ornament and an honor to the city. It has
eight large school rooms, four on each floor, and a spacious hall in
the French roof. It is heated by steam, will be well ventilated, and
" contain all the modern improvements." When this house is fin-
ished and furnished, the city of Nashua will possess the largest and
best public school building in the state. A more detailed descrip-
tion will properly belong to next year's report.
Since September, the Mount Pleasant Grammar School has
been uncomfortably quartered in Franklin Hall. But a virtue
must sometimes be made of necessity.
The accommodations of the Mount Pleasant Middle School^
with which was united the North Central Middle, in the Baptist
Vestry, have been worse even than those for the Grammar.
The North Central Street and Fletcher Street Primaries have
been continued in their old rooms.
In the Fall term a new primary school was formed. This now
occupies the upper room in the North Central house.
When we consider the difficulties under which these schools
have struggled, their present good condition is surprising. Upon
the completion of the Mount Pleasant school house, all of these
schools, with possibly the exception of a single primary, will be
brought undei' one roof.
The Palm Street schoolJiouse has been enlarged, divided intO'
four pleasant and well ventilated school rooms, and furnished witb
modern seats and desks.
It is the best primary building in the city, and, on account of
its division into separate rooms, contains the best graded school.
The Mulberry Street house has been divided into two rooms.
Separate entrances should be provided for each school. The an-
cient uncomfortable bench desks still disfigure the house.
The East Pearl Street building should also be divided into twO'
distinct school rooms with entrances for each.
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The Mulberry St. and Pearl St. houses are good wooden struct-
ures, which, with constant repairs, will furnish sufficient school ac-
commodation to their respective districts for some time
The Belvidere Primary has been neatly repaired and newly
seated. The Middle school should be remodelled and furnished
with new single seats.
The Edgeville school house is set in a bleak, out-of-the-way
place, Avhich, in the winter, it is impossible for the smaller children
to reach. A large and central lot has been purchased to which
this building will be moved.
Of the suburban houses. No. 5 has been repaired and reseated,
at an expense of $175. No. 6 has also been repaired and supplied
with new seats at a cost of about $500. Nos. 1 and 7 stand in
urgent need of immediate repairs.
The Harbor school house is of the same style of school archi-
tecture as the North Central street. The credit of the city, and
the health and comfort of scholars and teachers will be enhanced
when these buildings are no longer occupied for school pur])Oses.
We hardly dare approach the subject of the " Old Brick " on
West Pearl street, for, in the words of Mrs. Partington, the sub-
ject is " odoi-ous." The School Committee of last year reported
that they "are unanimously of tlie opinion that the "Old Brick"
school house on West Pearl stre.et ought to be superseded by a
larger house, in a more desirable quarter. Here is located the
principal Middle school in the city, together with the largest Pri-
mary school. The rooms are low and too small for the purpose
;
the play-ground is mainly in the street ; the sanitary condition of
the out-buildings is the worst in the city, while the suri'oundings
are such as to subject the school-buildings to constant injury, the
schools to noisome disturbances, and the pupils to an unwholesome
atmosphere and corrupting sights and objects. After much and
careful deliberation, the Committee have come unanimously to the
opinion that the Main street school house should be devoted to
schools of the Primary and Middle grades, and a new building-
erected for the High and Grammar schools." The location and
.sanitary condition ought alone to settle this matter.
But we have adopted that excellent system of grading, which
in a half dozen years made the schools of our neighboring city of
31anchester the best in the state.
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Now the " Old Brick, " if satisfactory in other respects, is not
properly arranged for our classification. It could not be adapted
to it except at great expense.
The Harbor Middle school should be consolidated with the
Pearl Street, and their four teachers should each have her own di-
vision in a separate room. By semi-annual promotions, the classes
would, after examination, pass from one grade to a higher, and, in
two years, all should be well prepared for the Grammar school
.
As it is now, the highest class is actually pushed out of school to
make room for scholars of a lower grade, who must be seated some-
where.
The effect of such a system, or want of system, has in the past
year been well-nigh ruinous on the lower classes in the Grammar
school.
The Primary school room is still more objectionable than the
Middle. It occupies the ground floor, and the small apartments,
called recitation rooms, are little better than the cellar kitchens of
the neighborhood.
Many parents, whose children properly belong in this school,
feel compelled from a just sense of what is due to the health, com-
fort and purity of their little ones, either to send them to more
distant schools, or to educate them at home.
The High school building is entirely inadequate for the High
and Grammar schools. The four Grammar school rooms are small
and poorly ventilated. No greater number of pupils can be
crowded in. The large class which will complete their course in
the Middle schools next Summer, can not be accommodated in this
school ; though we presume some uncomfortable hall or inconven-
ient vestry can be obtained for one division at an annual expense
of five or six hundred dollars. But would this be wise economy ?
The High school room, originally intended for eighty or ninety
pupils, now has one hundred and seventeen. At the opening of
the Fall term this number will be increased to one hundred and
forty.
The just and pressing claims of this school are elsewhere pre-
sented.
The committee would therefore recommend that a new build-
ing be erected for the High and Grammar schools, that the " Old
Brick " be sold, and that the present High school building be




It is unfortunate, for the Committee, that the Superintendent
«hould have been stricken by disease at so important a period of
the school year, and thus render his resignation a necessity. To
him, especially, was entrusted the daily inspection of the schools,
and the record necessary to give an accurate and detailed report
of their progress and actual condition.
But, as this duty is thus unex))cctedly imposed upon the Com-
mittee, we feel justified in reporting that there is reason for a good
degree of satisfaction, in reviewing the work of the past year.
At the beginning of the Spring term there was manifest an
earnest purpose to improve upon the previous year, by a thorough
and persistent use of all the appliances which could be brought to
our aid. And for the first two months of the term, it was evident
that this purpose was being accomplished. But unfortunately, at
that time, an ei)idemic ofsmall pox was making such a wide spread
panic, that the city authorities deemed it necessary to close the
schools at once. The close of the Spring term being the end of
the school year, and the time for making the annual examinations,
class by class, for the purpose of promotions, the Superintendent
and Committee were obliged to promote in a manner contrary to
their desire and purpose. This has caused much confusion and
imperfect classifications, thereby impairing the symmetry and ef-
ficiency of the schools, above the Primary grade, while it has made
the labors of the teachers more arduous and incomplete.
While it has been our aim to do what we could toward perfect-
ting the graded system, we have endeavored to impress upon
teachers and pupils, the importance of striving to awaken intensi-
ty of desire for knowledge, rather than rest satisfied with any
amount of knowledge imparted.
'• It is often better a boy should like his lesson than learn it.
With the young, especially, inspiration outranks instruction, in
the matter of education.
"
It has been our aim to suggest methods, as far as possible, that
Bhould so present elementary principles to young minds, as not to
deaden but to quicken the disposition they may naturally have to
become possessed of the charmed key that will enable them to un-
lock the portal of the store-house of knowledge.
It has, too often, been the case that parents, and even commit-
tees and teachers, have been so "impatient for results that can be
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measured by the page, that the spirit of education has been sacri-
ficed to the letter of learning. And thus the pupil's mind has
been treated as an empty store-house, rather than a nascent power.
The knowledge conveyed may be correct and highly valuable, and
the reverse of an educative effect is none the less real The re-
sult is to chill enthusiasm, crush curiosity, or, what is worse, to
give rise to the too common notion, among students, that the sub-
ject is exhausted when the text-book is committed to memory."
PRIMARY SCHOOLS.
These schools, as a whole, have suffered less inconvenience and
detriment, from change of teachers and want of accommodations,
than some of the higher grades.
We believe the character of these schools has already been im-
proved, by requiring as ample qualifications, on the part of
teachers, as for the higher grades.
Young children need the most careful and skilful training. " He
who teaches early engraves on marble, he who teaches late writes
on the sand." The training of the physical, moral and intellec-
tual nature which the child receives in the primary school, affects
his whole future course. Then, thorough education, aptness to
teach, a love for the work, in short, talents of the highest order,
and mental and moral qualities of the rarest combination, are es-
pecially requisite for the teacher of a Primary school. Many val-
uable hints relative to the management of this grade were given
in the last report.
We are happy to report stead}- im])roA'ement in these schools.
There is less inactivity, monotony, and mere memorizing, but
there is more work, variety and thouglit.
In the Fall term the numljcr of Primary schools was ten, with,
seventeen teachers and seven hundred and eighty pupils.
MIDDLE SCHOOLS.
These schools are five in number, the North Central street being
temporarily united with the Mt. Pleasant. There are eight
teachers, and 323 pupils.
The school a* the Baptist Vestry, has given an opportunity to
test "the pursuit of knowledge under difficulties." The pupils
have had no desks upon which to write, draw, or use the slate, and
what has been accomplished has been done with bare settees, illy-
adapted to the wants or comfort of the scholars.
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Taken together, these schools show a uniformity of progress,
with less friction than heretofore. Absences and truancy, though
diminished, still exert an injurious effect upon the schools. Under
the circumstances these schools have done as well as could reason-
ably be expected. The Mt. Pleasant Middle school will start un-
der more cheerful and favoring auspices, at the opening of the
Spring term. But parents, and friends of education, are doomed
to disappointments, if they indulge the fallacious hope that any
Committee, with ever so able a corps of teachers, can accomplish
the best results, in such a location and house, as that of the "Old
Brick" on Pearl street.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
These schools comprise in their course those studies, demanded
by statute to be taught, and afford the necessary means to acquire
such an education as the best public schools, short of a High
School, are capable of affording. To accomplish this, the design
and purpose has been to secure such comprehensive and accurate
instruction, in all the branches required to be taught in our public
schools, as will fit the pupils, who may not pursue a more extended
course, for the transaction of ordinary business life, intelligently.
At the next annual examination we hope to present classes with
a higher percentage than has usually been obtained, while diversi-
ty and comprehensive grasp of mind has not been sacrificed to
mere accuracy in a few sj^ecial branches. But not all has been
accora2)lished that might have been under more favoring circum-
stances. The irregular promotions before alluded to, have retard-
ed the progress of the schools. Then the change of teachers, in
both Grammar schools, has been more frequent than desirable, as
it necessarily interrupts the interest and progressof the schools, al-
lowing all the teachers to be equally competent.
The Mount Pleasant Grammar school has had three principals
within the year, one assistant absent during most of the present
term, and an additional assistant elected.
The school has been kept in Franklin Hall since September, and,
like the Middle school in the Baptist Vestry, has had no other ap-
pliances than the hall with its bare settees. But by increased labor
and contrivance, the Committee and teachers have done what they
could to overcome these hindrances, although one division was
obliged to occupy for its recitation room, what the Superintendent
aptly calls "a dry goods box."
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The Main Street Grammar school has also been subjected to
change of teachers in four instances. But, with these changes, and
the crowded condition of its small room, this school has struggled
bravely to sustain its previous reputation. How successful it has
been, will appear at the examination next June.
In the Grammar and High schools there is need ofwatchfulness
and co-operation of parents with Committees and teachers, if ele-
vation and purity of moral character, as well as quickening and
developing of the mind, is justly estimated.
The Committee has been pained, in a few instances, to find boys
and girls with novels and illusti-ated papers in their hands in the
school room, of too gross a character to be named here.
Again, there are a few in these schools, who, by an unwise in-
dulgence of parents, have been absent or played truant for so long
a time, that they find themselves left behind their earlier class-
mates, and thus lose all interest in the lessons, and become
reckless. These are generally such as are often seen sauntering
aobut the streets by day, and in the evenings, and too often found
at exhibitions of a depraving character.
Being of an age that should have carried them half through the
course of the High school, they are a constant source of trouble,
and exert a pernicious influence in the schools by their idleness
and insubordination.
There are two Grammar schools, with eight teachers, and three
hundred and thirty-four pupils,
HIGH SCHOOL.
The changes for this school are one additional assistant teacher
and a careful revision ofthe course ofstudy, with the adoption ofa
complete list of text books. The character of this school has not
only been sustained, but improved, by more matured methods of
instruction more skilfully applied.
The course of study now, we believe, meets the demands of a
first-class High School, and with one other indispensable improve-
ment, would warrant us in looking for excellent results. This
want can be met in no other way than by the erection of a first-
class school building for this, and the Grammar school. The School
Committees, urged by their own convictions, and the appeals of
the more intelligent portion of our citizens, have repeatedly pressed
this matter upon the attention of the city authorities for several
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years. The result has been to postpone decisive action till last
summer, when it was determined to rebuild the Mt. Pleasant
Bchool house. This is a cheering result, but in no way meets the
still existing want spoken of above.
In this school, one of its divisions is crowded into the little room
designed for the chemical and philosophical apparatus, and even
then a division of classes makes two recitations, |where, other-
wise, there should be but one. Here is a loss of time and in-
terest, that should be no longer allowed to continue. Then, this
shuts the Principal out of the only suitable place for the prepara-
tion of the apparatus used in his chemical and philosophical dem-
onstrations. And again, one teacher must hear recitations of
classes over the heads of all those who are in their seats endeav-
oring to study, thus confusing all pai'ties, and rendering incom-
pleteness of I'esults,
This school cannot be expected to progress, or even maintain its
jiresent good reputation, unless ample and suitable accommoda-
tions are provided. But give these, and it will be prepared to
carry out a practical and thorough training. "Such as shall, on the
one hand, j^repare young men and young women with just the
kind and amount of knowledge that they will find useful on their
entrance into life, while it im]ilants in them a taste for intellectual
pursuits, which will insjiire them to carry on their own education
after school life is over; and on the other, shall furnish a firm and
solid foundation to those who pass on to the higher institutions of
learning." In this school there are about twenty intending to
take the college course.
"Nashua owes it to herself to cherish fondly the interests of this
school, inasmuch as it has in the past, and will continue in the
future, to furnish teachers for our own city, as well as for many
other places. At the present time, nearly or quite one half of
our corps of teachers are from our own High school. The number
of graduates, at the close of the Summer term, will be about
twelve. There are four teachers and one hundred and seventeen
pupils in this school.
SUBURBAN SCHOOLS.
These schools would be greatly benefitted if some union could
be effected that would diminish the number of districts, and there-
fore inciease the number of pupils in each school.
It is extremely difficult to procure live teachers for the manage-
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ment of five or ten children, and even when obtained, they become,
with the children, lonesome and inactive. We need larger classes
to create interest, enthusiasm, and a healthful competition.
The average number of pupils in these schools during the year
has been less than one hundred and twenty; the cost of tuition
per scholar, over twenty dollars.
The school in District No. 8 has been discontinued through-
out the year, and that in No. 7, during the summer term. Pupils
from these districts were conveyed to adjacent ones, at a cost
much less than would have been required to employ teachers.
In No. 3, the average number of scholars has heen four.
EVENING SCHOOLS.
The two evening schools established last year were reopened in
Jan. 1872.
The North Central street school was transferred to the Belvidere
school house. These schools have been organized on the plan of
making a thorough experiment to see if the children at work in
the day-time, could in the winter evenings obtain the elements of
a good education, and thus the families dependent on their earn-
ings would not be deprived of support, on account oftheir discharge
from the mills for the purpose ofattending school. Another object
has been to educate, in some degree, those over fifteen years of age.
It is the decided opinion of the Superintendent that these
schools have, in a great measure, fixiled to accomplish their purpose.
- These schools are composed of such a class of scholars that clas-
sification at the start is almost impossible. Hence arises the ne-
cessity for more teachers.
It has been proved by the exjierience of over twenty years
at Providence, that one teacher can not profitably instruct more
than twelve or fifteen scholars. In our schools the number to
each intructor has been about forty.
Where scholars are present only one or two nights in a week,
as is the case with a majority of them, general progress,—-individu-
als may advance,—can not be expected. "Why," some one aska,
"do you not compel regular attendance ?" In the first place there
is no principle, either of right or law which will permit compulsion,
for it is not just or humane to compel and confiiie to study after a
long day's work of eleven hours., children, Avho should in play be
forgetting their hard toil or regaining tone and vigor in the arms
of "tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep."
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The younger children have taken possession of these schools in
such numbers that the older ones have almost deserted them, and it
is a natural and pardonable feeling which renders them shy at ex-
posing their ignorance before so many younger scholars.
The attendance upon the evening school should be restricted to
applicants over fifteen years of age. This has been done in many
other manufacturing cities.
In this way many young persons engaged in the varied depart-
ments of industry will be afforded a fair opportunity to acquire that
knowledge denied to them perhaps in their early days, but which
now they are eager to obtain.
If the experiment of teaching the younger "Mill Children" in
evening schools is given np, the old question recurs : "What is to
be done to secure to these children the elements, at least, of a
good education?" The laws of the State are explicit.
LAWS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE.
[Revised Statutes, Chapter LXXXIII, Sections 11 and 12.]
Section 11. No child under fifteen years of age shall be em-
ployed in any manufacturing establishment, unless he has attend-
ed some public school, or private day-school where instruction
was given by a teacher competent to instruct in the branches
taught in common schools, at least twelve weeks during the year
preceding.
Sec. 12. No child under the age of twelve years shall be em-
ployed as aforesaid, unless he has attended school as aforesaid at
least six months during the year preceding, or has attended the
school of the district in which he dwelt the whole time it was
kept during such year.
Act Pasted June, 1870.
The owner, agent or superintendent of any manufacturing es-
tablishment, or any person connected therewith, who shall em-
ploy in such establishment any child under the age of fifteen
years, without having a certificate signed by the majority of the
school committee of the town or city in which the child resides,
or by such person or persons as they may designate for that pur-
pose, that such child has attended school as required by sections
eleven and twelve of chapter eighty-three of the General Statutes,
shall be fined not exceeding twenty dollars for each offence.
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The agent and overseers of our manufacturing establishments
are anxious to comply with the requirements of the law, and to
co-operate in its enforcement. There are three plans for adoption.
One is that of the " Factory School " described in the report of
1870.
Though this has secured excellent results in Fall River, yet in
the words of Gen. Oliver : " My own impression is, that the " half
time system " will be found to be the better, and had I the order
of work and school to arrange, it should be this ; school-work, or
hrain-work, first, mill-work, or body-work next, then sleep. "
The following extract from the Salem School Report explains
this method.
The pupils are all of them children employed in Naumkeag
Mills, between the ages of ten and fifteen, and are formed into two
divisions, attending alternately at the school and the mill, forenoon
and afternoon. The scholars of the forenoon being the workers
of the afternoon, and the workers of the forenoon, the scholars of
the afternoon, with better results probably in each department, by
reason of these alternating changes. The school is kept through
the entire year without vacations, except the legal holidays, five
days in the week, in sessions of two and a half hours each, thus
securing to all, equal time of attendance and the half holiday on
Saturday, without interference with the regular and steady prog-
ress ofthe work done in the mill by this class of operatives.
The number of scholars at the commencement was - 54
The number at present is . . . . . 73
Whole No. during the term, . . . -. 112
Average No. belonging each half day, ... 31
Average attendance, 29.1
Average per centage of attendance, . . . 93.8
The operatives who attend school receive fi-om the corporation
as wages for service by the week, two-thirds of the price paid to-
the same class of operatives for full time, and those of them who
are employed by the piece, receive 50 cents per week in addition
to what they actually earn at the usual fixed rates ; thus in some
sort, a pecuniary inducement is held out to the parent to promote
the attendance of their children at school. It is also arranged by
agreement with the officers of the mill, that the time table of at-
tendance, &c., at school, shall be kept in the same form as at the
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mill, and being regularly transmitted to the office the same deduc-
tions are made from wages for absences from school, as from the
mill. Tardiness at school is also treated in the same way, and
under these arrangements faithfully carried out, truancy and in-
excusable tardiness are of exceedingly rare occurrence, and we
have, perhaps, arrived as nigh unto perfection in the treatment of
these school annoyances, as is permitted in the administration of
human aftairs.
The requirements of the Law, that these children shall attend a
day school three months in a year, will be answered, doubtless, by
six months' attendance upon these half day sessions, and the officers
of the corporation will not feel themselves authorized to insist
upon a longer attendance in each year, against the will of the pa-
rents, but they do not limit their offer of wages to that time, nor
have any efforts been made to have their children return to their
work on full time at the expiration of their required term of
schooling. And it is hoped and believed that with further experi-
ence of the benefits ot the school, parents will be more inclined
to keep their children at the school thioughoutthe year. Already
a number have expressed their intention to do so, and the corpo-
ration will fail of securing to themselves the benefits which they
liave the right to expect from their wise and liberal policy, if they
do not thereby gradually draw to their service a more intelligen t
and reliable, and therefore more profitable class of operatives,
whose appreciation of the value of education to their children
shall induce to a more permanent residence that they may receive
the full benefits of the school.
Looking upon this school as an assured success, and to become
permanently a part of our school system, we congratulate the
Board and the city upon its establishment, believing that it will
prove a means such as we have not heretofore been able to com-
mand of raising the coming generation to a higher level of attain-
ment and character."
The third, and in our opinion, the proper and legal course of
procedure, is to enfoi'ce the law and require all childrer. engaged in
industrial pursuits to attend the public day schools.
This may work hardship in a few cases, but our schools, as
well as our government, are organised upon the plan of " the
gi'eatest good for the greatest number. " It will also make the
erection of a new school house a necessity.
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SCHOOL ATTENDANCE.
The prevalence of contagious disease during the second terra of
the year injuriously aifected the attendance upon most ot our
schools. Some were closed at an early day, and the Summer term
was shortened for all.
Yet in addition to absences caused by sickness, dread of con-
tagion, or some imperative necessity, how many result from an in-
considerate indulgence ofchildish notions, or parental ease or profit.
When the child, grown to man's estate, sees the worth of the
precious time thus lost, he will not hold his parents guiltless.
Absence for a day, or even a single half-day, is a serious injury
to the pupil. Each day's work completed is a sure foundation for
the next day's course of discipline and instruction. But the les-
sons ot the day being lost, some of the next are generally unpre-
pared, for the old excuse is ever ready : " I was absent and don't
know the lesson.
"
How difficult it is for instructors to excite and sustain the in-
terest of their pupils, how hard a task for a pupil, unless present at
every recitation, to surmount each new obstacle and firmly grasp
each new principle, no one but a practical teacher can fully appre-
ciate. Those absent days produce habits of neglect, and failures
occur often. The absentee loses his interest, if he ever had any
in his studies, hangs like a dead weight on the class, and finally
drops into a lower division, or out of school entirely.
But repeated absences not merely demoralize the scholar, they
exert a pernicious influence over the whole school. Teachers and
punctual pupils suffer. Classes are unjustly retarded in their prog-
ress, for hours of extra instruction must be taken, in the attempt
to enable the inconstant pupil to " catch up with his class." The
discipline of the schools is made more difficult. Unru'y pupils be-
come less patient ol restraint, daily systematic drill is irksome,
mental exertion distasteful. Much study does, indeed, become a
weariness of the flesh.
The number of absentees the last year averaged three hundred
and sixty-six a day. If these could be confined to one grade and
locality, seven schools could be closed, and over three thousand
dollars saved, which are now paid for teachers to instruct and tuel
to warm their respective schools.
It is a fair estimate, that not over one third or one fourth of
this flying legion of stay-a-ways were compelled to non-attendance
by duty or disease. Then there must be a great neglect of duty
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on the part of teacher or parent. But, with rare exceptions, the
teachers deserve the highest praise for their unwearied pains to
keep a multitude of tardy or absent marks from their school reg-
isters. Those who have interested the parents in this matter of
regular attendance have accomplished the most, for, when a
teacher manifests a personal interest in a pupil, the parent is
pleased, and the child will generally be punctual at school.
Tardiness is the twin evil with absence, both spring, in general,
from indifference and carelessness, or from ignorance ofthe many
evils to which these irregularities tend.
Each produces the same idle and desultory habits. But there
is no reason for tardiness, in nine cases out often. It does not de-
pend on station or distance. In fact, those living in sight of the
school house are tardy more frequently than those who come from
far. It seems to run in some families, perhaps in some nation-
alities. In schools in this city, five or six scholars, from only two
or three different families, have more " T's " set against their names
than all the rest of the school combined. It is fortunate that this
slow fever is not always contagious.
The vigorous efforts made by some teachers to break up this
vexatious habit have been quite successful. Let these efforts be
continued and extended. Injustice to some of our most earnest
teachers, it must be said, that in certain localities, it does not seem
possible to obtain a fair average attendance.
Unceasing watchfulness, varied ingenuity, and energetic efforts
on the part of teachers, and a readiness on the part of parents to
sink personal ease or convenience for the supreme good of the
school, are essential to counteract the numerous influences which
occasion these irregularities in our school attendance- The great
majority of the patrons of our higher grades readily co-operate
with teachers and Committee in this matter.
The rule that those absent five or six half days in a month, ex-
cept from sickness or some imperative necessity, shall come before
the Superintendent of schools, is now generally adopted in the
large cities and towns of New England, In many places an ad-
ditional regulation provides that two tardy days marks count as
owe half day's absence. These rules have been very effective in
lessening the number of" checks " for tardiness or absence.
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TRUANCY.
Since the passage of " An ordinance relating to truants ana
truant officers" but few cases o( occasional truancy have been re-
ported to the Superintendent. These have been promptly taken
in hand by the truant officers.
The law is comprehensive, the officers efficient, and, if the teach-
ers continue faithfully to perform their duty, very little trouble
will be caused by occasional truants. But we have in our midst
large numbers of children growing up in ignorance and vice.
Their names are on no school roll.
Intelligence and virtue lie at the basis of all free government.
Tne highest good of the state imperatively demands that all its
citizens shall be educated so as to understandingly perform the
duties of citizenship. Deny the right of the State to enforce the
attendance of all of our youth upon the means of education freely
offered, and you deny the right to educate at all. Our State has
wisely adopted the principle of compulsory education. The
law, approved July 14th, 1871, is very stringent. It should be
supported by an intelligent public sentiment, and enforced by a
special truant officer designated for this duty, and no other.
The law of the State is as follows
:
£e it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court convened:
Section 1. Every parent, guardian, master or other person
having the custody, control, or charge ofany child between the age
of eight and fourteen years residing in any school district in which
a public school is annually taught for the period of twelve weeks
or more, within two miles by the nearest travelled road from his
residence, shall cause such child to attend such public school for
twelve weeks at least in every year fi'ora and after the first day of
September next, six weeks at least of which attendance shall be
consecutive, unless such child shall be excused from such attend-
ance by the school committee of the town, or the board of educa-
tion, or the superintending school committee ofsuch district, upon
its being shown to their satisfaction that the physical or mental
condition of such child was such as to prevent his attendance at
Bchool for the period required, or that such child was instructed in
a private school or at home for at least twelve weeks during such
year in the branches ofeducation required to be taught in the pub-
lic schools, or, having acquired those branches, in other more ad-
vanced studies.
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Sbc. 2. The school committee of every town and the board of
education or superintending committee of every district shall cause
to be posted in three of the most public places in each school dis-
trict under their supervision, or to be published in some newspaper
printed in town three weeks successively, in the month of August
annually, a notice of the provisions ol this act, particularly call-
ing the attention of parents, guardians, masters and others thereto.
The necessary expense of posting such notice or making such pub-
lications shall be paid by the town or district whose committee in-
curs the same.
Sec. 3. Any parent, guardian, master, or other person violating
the provisions of the first section of this act shall forfeit and pay
the sum often dollars lor the first offence, and the sum of twenty
dollars for the second and every subsequent offence, to be recov-
ered in an action of debt in the name of the district witliin whose
limits the penalty was incurred, by the school committee, board of
education or superintending school committee having the super-
vision of the schools in such district, in any court of competent
jurisdiction. All penalties recovered shall be ])aid to the district
and added to the school money thereof
Sec. 4. School committees, boards of education, and superin-
tending school committees, respectively, shall sue for all penalties
incurred under the provisions of the preceding sections : and any
school committee, board of education, or sujjerintending school
committee, upon whom a written notice has been served, by any
tax-payer, stating by whom, when and how any siich penalty has
been incurred, who shall neglect for ten days after the service of
such notice upon them to institute a suit for the recovery thereof,
unless such penalty shall sooner be paid without a suit, or unless
upon investigation during that time, they shall be satisfied that no
penalty has actually been in.curred, shall forfeit and i)ay the sum of
twenty dollars for each neglect, to be recovered by the selectmen
of the town or the mayor and aldermen of the city in an action of
debt, in the name of the town or city, in any court of comjjetent
jurisdiction ; such penality, when recovered, to be paid to the dis-
trict in Mdiich the original penalty was incurred, and added to,
the school money thereof.
Sec. 5. This act shall take effect upon its passage.
Approved July 14, 1871.
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TRAINING SCHOOLS.
The object of a "Training School" is to give those young ladiea
who have passed through the High School and evince a desire and
aptness to teach, an opportunity to learn and practically apply the
best methods of instruction and government. The details of the
plan vary in different places. But generally two connected rooms
are set apart for this school. In them are placed the pupils of the
lower grades. A principal of experience and undoubted ability is
placed over the school. Her jir&t duty is to see that the children
receive the best of instruction.
Two or more candidates for teaching are assigned to each room
for six months, or, more generally, a year,—unless needed else-
where. These young ladies enter at once upon the daily work of
teaching and governing, but under the watchful supervision of
the principal ; and so they continue until the management of the
school gradually comes into their own hands. A second duty of
the principal is to quickly put the inexperienced teacher in posses-
sion of the best methods of teaching and governing children. At
first the piincipal takes the entire government of the school, and
at every session conducts most of the recitations. But the candi-
dates are often entrusted with the whole school management, and
daily hear recitations. They are each day examined in those
branches of learning connected with their school work. They are
by example taught tosu])ervise their school, and at the same time,
apparently, give all of their energies to the class before them.
The principal observes how the novice instructs her classes and
manages her room. Successful efforts are encouraged, better
methods suggested, difficulties lessened, and errors are corrected
just at that point when the school work of years may become a
partial or total failure, on account of defects in teaching never
shown, or words of encouragement never given.
The graduate of the training school, having served her appren-
ticeship under the eye of a master workman, can come to her
chosen calling with confidence in her own powers. She has been
tried and 7iot found wanting.
We annex a paper prepared by Mr. Emerson, formerly Superin-
tendent of Schools at Woburn, Massachusetts. Mr. Emerson is a.
practical teacher and not an educated theorist.
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"Results from our training school
:
1. It furnishes our schools with trained teachers, supplying a
want that has been deeply felt, and imparting to our school sys-
tem a symmetry and completeness never before possessed.
2. It increases the permanency of teachers by taking away all
inducements for entering the profession for a short time ; for it is
improbable that any one will give her services unless she intends
to continue in the work for a considerable period.
3. It increases the percentage of successful teachers, as com-
pared with those that fail, and thereby saves much time and money
now wasted through inexperience. Of those who have graduated
from the Training School up to the present time, 93 per cent, have
succeeded.
4. Not only do these advantages result, but they are attended
with an actual saving of expense. The a^mual cost of thefour
schools in the Training School is less than that of any four sim-
ilar schools in town.
The advantage of such a school in furnishing trained substitutes
to fill temporary vacancies ; the facility it affords for introducing
new methods of instruction ; its tendency to bring about greater
uniformity of discipline and instruction in the various schools, will
readily suggest themselves.
This school, although in operation but about three years,
has so commended itself to favor that it would be given up with
reluctance by those most interested in the improvement of our
schools. I can see no reason why such a school may not meet the
wants of other communities equally well." Experience has also
shown that the pupils in these "Training Schools" make as good,
or better progress than those of the same grade in the other
schools of the town. We can in a similar school successfully train
the graduates of our own High School, and then have in our
midst a class of approved teachers familiar with our school sys-
tem, whom the ties of home may render permanent.
VOCAL MUSIC.
The continuance of vocal music in all the grades of the public
schools has been attended with equal benefit to the teacher and
scholars. Mr. E. P. Phillips who labored so assiduously in this
department for upwards of two years, both in instructing and de-
iending the study, tendered his resignation at the close of the
Spring term to accept a more lucrative position in Connecticut.
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The Committee were toitunate in securing as Mr. Phillips' suc-
cessor, Mr. Charles N. Menill, a gentleman well known in Nashua
and vicinity for his devotion to this branch of education.
Mr. Merrill has so systematized his work by commencing with
the elements of music in the Primary Schools, that tlie pupils are
at each successive grade recei\'ing new principles, and are jjrompt-
td to acquire the same degree of excellence in tliis, as in other
studies.
What is most required for the advancement of this science, is a
willingness on the part of every regular teacher, to co-operate with
the professional instructor in awakening the pupils' interest and
appreciation of musical sounds. The agreeable and inii)ressive
character of song stimulates all the tacidties, enlivens the spirit
of kindly feeling and sympathy, and cultivates habits of order.
DKAWJN(4.
Drawing is one of the leguiar branches of study in the High
and Grammar schools. In tlie lower grades the instruction is not
general or regidar. But the instruction should be systematic and
frequent, that the ))uj)il may see it is an im])ortant ]>art of his ed-
ucation.
The first instinct or impulse of the child at school is to handle
the pencil and "draw something." Then the sparks of what may
be that " sacredfire " should not be smothered, but fanned into
a flame. The liand and eye should be educated, as well as the
head.
Drawing demands thinking; it calls into exercise ihe j)owers of
]>ercei>tion, memory and imagination. In the time which can be
devoted to drawing in our public schools, witliout any neglect of
other studies, the scholar ought to acquire tlie power of depicting
anything that he wishes to represent. A few touches of the pen-
cil often convey a more vivid idea than a long description.
Drawing is not a mere "fancy study.'' It is eminently practical,
in fitting the pupil for the every day business of life, in wliich
quickness of perception, keenness of eye, facility and delicacy of
band, give an increased value to the product of the workman's
laboi's.
The value of this- art as an element of material prosperity has-
been so clearly illustrated by the manufacturing nations of Em-ope
th:it our own country is now alive to its importance.
7
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Drawing siiould be made a regular and systematic study in ev-
ery grade of our public schools, and especially in the lowest. An
evening school for instruction in mechanical and free-hand draw-
ing ought to be established by the city.
RESIGNATION OF TEACHERS.
Mr. Martin W. Prince, Mr. Geo. H. Campbell, and Mr. Henry
C. Sawin, of Mt. Pleasant Grammar School ; Miss Kate G. Pushee
and Miss Mary L. Poland, of Main St. Grammar ; Miss A. Lucette
Harmon, of Belvidere Middle ; Miss S. Jennie Forsaith, of North
Central Street Middle ; Miss L. J. Wadsworth, of Morth Central
Primary ; Miss Helen M. Knowles of Palm Street Primary ; Miss
Mary F. C. March of East Pearl Street Primary ; Miss Clara B.
Jaquith of Fletcher Street Primary; Miss Judith C. Walker of
Harb(M- Pi-imary ; Miss Emma L. Jasper of Suburban School, No.
6 ; Miss Mary E. Bartlett of No. 7; Miss Ennna I. Swallow of No.
5, compose the long list of teachers resigned during the year.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCILOOLS.
The supervision of the schools has been entrusted to the educa-
tional head established by the former School Board. The impor-
tance of the duties of this office so clearly presented in their report,
we luive fully recognized, and we are confident that to make our
schools decidedly successful, they must be kept under efficient per-
sonal suj)ei'vision.
The Board and the Schools have suffiired embarrassment from
the too frequent changes in the superintendency. Mr. Davis re-
signed at the end of the school year. Mr. H. D. Wood, for eight
years principal of the Mount Pleasant High school was immedi-
ately selected for the position. His familiarity and experience in
our schools ensibled hiui to discharge its duties with jiromptness
and sagacity, till com])elled by a sudden mental disturbance to
abandon his labors. Rev. S. H. McCollister was chosen to com-
plete the work of the Fall term.
After careful inquiry and deliberation, the Boai'd, December
18th, 1871, unanimously elected, as Superintendent, Mr. John W.
Allai'd of Dover, N. H., for the last eight years principal of the
High School in Framingham, Mass.
Mr. Allard took charge of the schools in the first week of Jan-
uary, and during the two months of his official connection with
our schools, he has, by his courtesy, intelligence, and energy, won
the hearty co-operation of all the teachers, the regard ofthe pupils,
and the earnest support of the whole School Board.
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READING.
Perhaps no other branch in our educational course is so difficult
to master as reading, and yet it is often the case that it receives
the least attention of any study in our schools. Too seldom it is
that we hear any superior leading on the part of oui- scholars
from the youngest to the oldest. How unlike is most reading to
good talking, and yet they should be quite the same* Reading is
an art, and one of the fine arts, too. All the way from the pri-
mary to the high school, scholars should have special training in
vocal culture, or the right use of the organs of speech. If scholars
could be properly drilled, as to articulation, enunciation, accent,
inflection, stress of voice and ex})ression, our scholai's would soon
be free from the declamatory and monotonous method of expres-
sing the thoughts of others.
Teachers cannot |»roj)er]y instruct in this branch, unless they
are masters of it. They should fully realize the necessity of ti-ain-
ing and develo]>ing the respiratory^ the vocal pro2:)er^ and the
articulating organs. Neglect any, or all of these, .•uid the rend-
irig must be more or less defective. Let teachers be familiar with
vocal culture an<l the principles of elocution, then they will know
how to remedy the many defects in reading. They will not allow
their scholars to use the extreme head tones M'hich ai'e so common
in schools; they will make a distinction between (/rammatical and
rhetorical piiusea; they will not think their scholars Must rei\d
their books through each term ; they will understand the difier-
ence between an intermediate and a final pause : they will not
neglect almost entirely the alphabetic elements and introductoiy
exercises in cur readers, .-is is too often the case; they will encour-
age scholars so long as they remain in school to give particular
attention to this branch of learning. In brief, they will realize that
the young will not become successful readers without ])ossessing
good voices, clear thoughts, lively imaginations, apt imitation,
earnest feelings, and cultivated judgments.
TEACHERS AND TEACHING.
The vocation of teachers is indeed responsible and laborious.
It is expected they will mould and shape minds into perfect sym-
metry, coming from the highest and lowest conditions in life, from
homes of purity and haunts of iniquity This being true, teach-
ers are entitled to great sympathy and liberal treatment. The
calling of faithful teachers is one of continuous Sacrifice. They
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cannot be moved by tlie love of ease or wealth, for their profession
proffers no such rewards. The best teachers are not remunerated
as are the cashiers in the leading banks. The largest salary paid
to a teacher in Nashua is small compared with that of a first-class
clerk in a successful commercial establishment, while the lowest
salaries paid in our Primary schools are less than the wages of a
good cook, apd not half as much as those obtained by an expert
needle woman. Now no one can feel for a moment, that it re-
quires a higher order of talent to manage our stores and banks, to
cook our food, and make our garments, tlian it does to educate our
children. Tlieretbre are we not warnmted in saying that our
teachers are self-sacrificing, and prompted by motives other than
pecuniary ?
In tliis state of things the committee trust and hope that the
citizens of Nashua will continue to show a more generous spirit
towards compensating their leachei-s as thejtopulation and wealth
of the city shall increase.
Our schools from the Primary to the High call for cultured in-
truction. They demand apt and thinking ieachevs. The sculptor
can see his beau ideal in imagination, while it is slee])ing in the
rough marble. He understands how and where to give each
stroke of the chisel, s(.) as to develoji beauty and harmony in the
statue.
So teachers by study and forethought should gain that under-
standing of muid and heart, which will enable them, as they
enter the school room, to do the most perfect work. Live
teachers go before their classes with full minds and earnest hearts.
They kindle thought, inspire joy, and grow a love of order and
progress. They feel responsible to a certain degree for the physi-
cal, mental and moral welfare of the children placed under their
charge. Such work not for time, but for eternity. Such teachers
should be sustained and eiicom^aged by showing them due res|)ect,
seeking their services, and paying them liberally. Gold, we know,
has often been chosen to wisdom. Cheaj) teachers have often been
sought instead of those well qualified.
Such a course has never led minds to the lustral waters, or any
glorious zenith of knowledge.
Let our teachers be truly qualified for their noble and [)raise-
worthy office, and their services must command, at length, just re-
muneration. The fact that some are acting as teachers, who have
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no fitness, or love for the calling, greatly injures the profession and
debars the deserving from their true position and reward.
Oui- schools have arrived at that point where thorough and
competent teachers only can carry them forward with complete
success.
The time was, perhaps, when the teacher might be a mere re-
peatei', or machine ; the Turk and Hindoo ask for nothing better
now, but ice require in our schools competent and original instruc-
tors.
The word teacher is a generic term , signifying a conveyor of
knowledge. It is not enough for him to simply know the facts, but
he must possess the rationale, with the will and power to wake up
mind. He has no right to put a machine into the pupil's band,
telling him to turn a certain screw and it will work a certain result,
and go no farther, but it is his duty to take the machine in pieces,
and put it together again, illustrating the use and bearing of all its
parts.
To portray thought clearly the teacher must ha^e material for
illustration. He must be acquainted with the elementary and higher
branches of learning. He must know the philosophy of mind, so
that he can administer suitable mental food, and not be incessant-
ly ser^'ing up dishes of hash.
The teacher in his work should aim at the true end of an educa-
tion. The ancient Persians in the education of the young, aimed
at a fondness for the simple virtues ; the Athenians, at a love for
the fine arts; the Spartans, at physical endurance; but the Ameri-
can idea of an education is vastly more coin|)rehensive. Its aim is
to develop the whole being, and store the mind with useful knowl-
edge.
The accomplishment of this work depends in a great measure
u])on our teachers. They cannot be equal to it, unless they be
truly educated and highly gifted with tact and aptness to teach.
Such will not be forgetful of their past and the difficulties which
beset them in their early school days. They will exercise real char-
ity towards their pupils, as they clhnb the steeps of knowledge.
They will not push the precocious forward, and leave the dull
scholars to plod their way as bes^ they may. They will be fully
conscioTis the I'ichest fruits do not always come from the earliest
blossoms.
The true teachers shun extremes in their schools, riding no hob-
bies, but are constantly growing in thought, and growing thought
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in others. They are never boastful of their attainments, or pre-
tentions of much wisdom ; still it is evident that they possess
knowledtre and delight in imparting it to others. They run clear
of the shoals on which many unfortunate and conceited instruc-
tors become wrecked. It is lamentable that there are teachers who
give the impression they know all there is to be known.
These are sure to become ruttish, leaning almost altogether up-
on their experience for success. They seldom read any journals
on education, or take any interest in Institutes, or literary associa-
tions, being terribly down on modern school improvements. In
their recitations they stick to their text books, like snails to their
shells, becoming experts in asking their scholars leading questions
and ])racticing the ''•drawing-out systetn.'''' They treat their schol-
ars' minds as mere mills in which to grind out so much hook each
term. It is true their scholars may become somewhat successful
iu the blind method of memorizing, quite fli]^pant in examinations,
and remarkable for listlessness and staring at vacuity. This class
of teachers never secure mental growth or impart real ability.
Their manners are usually affected and faulty, their tones of voice
hollow, and their work a lailure.
How different it i*^ witli the true teachers. They daily jirepare
themselves for their duties. If they are familiar with the brandi-
es taught, they arc sure to replenish their minds before they enter
upon recitations. Tl\ey are not confined to their text books before
their classes.
Tv) them books are only guides and helps. They deal mostly
with principles whicli can be put into practice at once. They fol-
low natui-e, realizing that while she has su])plied the world with
but a bushel of diamonds, she has furnished whole mountains of
iron ; so they give most abundantly of those things which the young
need and can use. Tliey keep )iace with the times, watch the
pi'ogress of education, avail themselves of every o])portunity to
improve, becoming familiar in some way with the best educators,
and educational works of the land.
Their personal characters are worthy of imitation. No cant or
slang phrases drop from their lips. In person and dress they are
neat, and in mien peifectly natural. In their school government
they rely more upon moral thau physical force. With their pu-
pils they are social and yet dignified. They fill their school rooms
with an atmosphere of light and joy. They feel it is blessed to
teach. Their work will be beautiful and sure to live, when the
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statues of Phidias and the pictures of Rapliael shall have wasted
away. Their instructions are pure in quality and infinite in quan-
tity. True teachers alone should be employed in our schools, and
then we shall find it well for our scholars to become, as the teach-
ers, truly educated and virtuous.
GENERAL REMARKS.
The examinations of our schools the past year, plainly show
that progress has been made. The reviews have indicated that
the teachers have aimed at thoroughness. This is highly qom-
mendable.
We are convinced more and more of the great advantages and
practicability of the graded system in our ])ublic schools. It is
felt advancement is being made in perfecting this system. The
want of suitable school room, and other unavoidable obstacles
have embarrassed the work somewhat the year past. Still the
hindrances are being removed, and ere long, the Committee are
confident, if our schools continue under the judicious management
of our present, able, and efficient Superintendent, they will be com-
pletely classified and systematized, from the lowest to the highest.
In some of the schools the teachers have seemed to take
special care to make the rooms as pleasant as possible, by orna-
menting them with mottoes, flowers, j)lants, and illustrations.
This is deserving of praise. All school rooms ought to be attrac-
tive and beautiful. It is said that Speusippus, an ancient Greek
teacher, "caused the ])ictures of Joy and Gladness to be set around
about his school to signify, that the business of educating the
young ought to be rendered as pleasant as may be." In some of
the schools it is feared that care and judgement have not been
exercised, to secure ])i-oper ventilation, which the health of teach-
ers and scholars demands. It is earnestly hojjcd special attention
may be given to this subject in the future.
The question is often asked, if, in our graded system., it is j)ossi-
ble for scholars to be promoted from one class to another ? Cer-
tainly, this has been done in several instances. Still, officers and
teachers should be exceedingly cautious in this v/ork. Fatal mis-
takes are often made in rushing scholars through books, thinking
that discipline comes more from quality, than quantity of study.
It has been well said that "The success of our scholars depends not
upon how much but how well they learn it." Locke says, "The
chief art of learning is to attenijjt but little at a time. The
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widest excursions of the mind are made by short flights frequently
repeated." A complete mastery of first principles is sure to secure
ultimate rapidity in tlie acquisition of knowledge.
The Committee have made only one cliange in text books the
past year, that of introducing a new grammar. The teachers and
Committee felt this to be a necessity.
On examining the records, it appears but few parents dui'ing the
terms of the year, have visited the schools. Tliis lack, we are
conscious, has proved a detriment to them. [f parents would
spend three or four days annually in our scliools to become eye
witnesses of the work being done, it would prove a great stimulus
to teachers, and pupils. By visiting our schools, parents can learn
what is being done in tliem, and what is necessary to be done, to-
make the most progress. Tliis would serve to give, not only men-
tal force to the young, but would have a tendency to improve our
educational accommodations and render the public ready to give
freely and generously for the sup])ort of common schools.
We ought to think more highly of these than did the Jew of
his ancient religion, or the Romans, of chivalry ; for these have
caused our land to blossom with nobler institutions.
These hav^e entwined our country's history with the brightest
laurels. Our wealth lies in the mines of intellect that remain un-
developed in the youths of our land, and not in the gold and silver
and iron. To make this wealth available to its highest ends, we
must labor incessantly to place a good education within the reach
of all. IMie principle of our fathers was, that the wealth of the
State should educate the children of the State. They used the
the term educate in no restricted sense. The name common, or
public schools, nhonld be most significant. These should be first
class schools, where the children of the rich and poor, niay ob-
tain a thorough education.
The true [policy of our city is to bring our system of education
to bear directly upon every child and youth in Nashua. This
would serve to improve and elevate society generally. We should
strive to make our schools so good, that those who have children.
of suitable age, will prefer to send them to the public schools to
any other, not simply because they are free, but chiefly on ac-
count of their great superiority.
We must build securely frotn foundation to topmost stone, to
have our school edifice as a beacon to our children, to light up
their morning pathway, to gild their noonday track, and render
beautiful their evening circuit.
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The responsibility resting upon ns, as parents and guardians of
the young is indeed great. What we do for thera, must be done
quickly, for every rolling sun is ^hastening their raatiirity. The
time they spend in the school-room will be likely to fix their des-
tiny for success or failure. This being true, we have no right to
remain indifferent to a cause of such vast moment. If we would
fihow ourselves Christians, we must cherish our schools. If we
would prove ourselves patriots, we must sustain and bless
them. If they are not what we would have them in all respects,
we must not find fault with them, and then remain inactive, but
we should set ourselves to work to remove the evils. The prosperity
of our schools depends upon individual and united eiforts. If we
would supplant the failures in them with successes, if we would
have moral, mental, and physical culture, characteristic of every
Bchool-room, and the distinguishing features of evei-y scholar in
our schools, we must foster and improve them.
E. F. McQUESTEN, Clerk.





The following are the names of ]ni])ils not absent or tardy for
the whole year. The interruption and closing of the schools in
the Summer term has kept many names from this list. It is also
probable that otlier names properly belong to this roll, for thei-e
have been many changes among the teachers, and several registers
have been iieri/ imperfectly kept.
HIGH SCHOOL.
Ida B. Boutwell, Leora A. Dickerman,
Mary A. Chase, Kitty A. Gage,
Jennie E. Ilosmer, Carrie E. Small,
Dora W. Spalding, Maiy E. Wilder,
Emma L. Webster, Lillian H. Wilcox,
Mattie E. Williams, Vinetta E. Woodward,
Justin E. Abbott, Fred E. Belcher,
Willie B. Hill, Eddie E. Hartwell,
Fred A. Parker, Arthur Thompson.
Fred H. Shattuck,
*MAIN STREET GRAMMAR.
Eugene A. Chase, Lillia S. Jackson, Flora J. Runuells.
MOUXT PLEASANT GRAMMAR.
Laura A. Richardson, George M. Sargent.
NORTH CENTRAL STREET MIDDLE.







WEST PEARL STREET MIDDLE.








Emma E. Cummings, Grace L. Wallace, Lizzie L. Bunker,
Geo. H. Farley, Manfred E. Neff, Freddie E, Bailey
EAST PEARL STREET PRIMARY.






Population of Nashua, (estimated) . ,
Number of children from 5 to 19 years ot age
Number of children from 5 to 15 years of age
Whole number of childi-en over 15 years of age
Whole No. of different pupils in the year
Average whole No. of pupils, , , .*
Average daily attendance ....
Average ]>er cent, of attendance
Number admitted to Middle schools
Number admitted to Grainmru' schools
Number admitted to High school



























Showing the names of the several teachers^ their schools, date
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